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MOGADISHU: A severed marine cable has
left Somalia without internet for weeks, trig-
gering losses for businesses, residents said,
and adding a layer of chaos in a country
where Islamist insurgents are carrying out a
campaign of bombings and killings. Abdi
Anshuur, Somalia’s minister for posts and
telecommunications, told state radio that
internet to the Horn of Africa state went
d o w n  a  m o n t h  a g o  a f t e r  a  s h i p  c u t  a n
undersea cable connecting it to global data
networks.

Businesses have had to close or improvise
to remain open and university students told
Reuters their educational courses had been
disrupted. Anshuur said the outage was cost-
ing Somalia the equivalent of about $10 mil-
lion in economic output. “The night internet
went off marked the end of my daily bread,”
Mohamed Nur,  22 ,  sa id  in  the capita l
Mogadishu.

Nur said he now begged “tea and ciga-

rettes from friends” after the internet cutoff
also severed his monthly income of $500 that
he took in from ads he developed and placed
on the video website, YouTube. Somalia’s
economy is still picking up slowly after a com-
bined force of the army and an African Union
peacekeeping force helped drive the Islamist
group, al Shabaab, out of Mogadishu and oth-
er strongholds.

Al Shabaab wants to topple the western
backed government and rule according to its
strict interpretation of Islamic sharia law. The
group remains formidable and lethal, with its
campaign of frequent bombings and killings
a key source of significant security risk for
most businesses and regular life. Now the
internet outage potentially compounds the
hardships for most firms. Most young people
who say they are unable to work because of
the outage spend hours idling in front of tea
shops.

Mohamed Ahmed Hared, commercial man-

ager of Somali Optical Networks(SOON), a
large internet service provider in the country,
told Reuters his business was losing over a
million dollars a day. Hared’s clients, he said,
had reported a range of crippled services
including passport and e-tickets printing and
money remittances. Some students and staff
at the University of Somalia in Mogadishu
told Reuters their learning had been disrupt-
ed because google, which they heavily rely
on for research, was now inaccessible.

The absence of especially popular internet
sites like Facebook and YouTube and Google
was, however, cause for celebration for some
in the conservative, Muslim nation. “My wife
used to be (on) YouTube or Facebook every
minute,” Mohamud Osman, 45, said, adding
the online activity would sometimes distract
her from feeding her baby and that the habit
had once forced him to try to get a divorce.
“Now I am happy ... internet is without doubt
a necessary tool of evil.” —Reuters
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Somalia is headache for businesses

TALLINN: Cyber-savvy Estonia has
taken yet another step forward in
global technology, as the small
Baltic state is  set to open the
world’s f irst  data embassy in
Luxembourg early next year. The
heavily protected server room will
contain important Estonian e-gov-
ernment data, so that the NATO

and eurozone member can access
it even when systems are down at
home. “Data security and cyber
security are generally crucial from
the perspective of both people’s
confidence and the functioning of
services,” Estonian Prime Minister
Juri Ratas said last month. 

“It is also an important part of so-

called daily digital hygiene in increas-
ingly digitizing societies.”Ratas
released the statement after signing
an agreement with his Luxembourg
counterpart Xavier Bettel on hous-
ing Estonian data there. “This is the
first data embassy in the world,” said
Ratas, whose small country of just
1.3 million people has been dubbed

E-stonia for being a trailblazer in
technology.

After five decades of Soviet rule
ended in 1991, Estonia opted to
go hi-tech as fast as possible, and
still outstrips other members of
the European Union, which it
joined in 2004. One of the most
connected countries in the world,

the Baltic state has made most
public services accessible at a spe-
cial state portal and even pio-
neered e-voting in 2005. Its capital
Tallinn is home to the NATO cyber-
defense centre,  where data
experts from across Europe and
the United States work to protect
the information networks of the

alliance’s 29 member states. 

Digital continuity 
Estonia has bitter experience

i n  t h e  f i e l d :  a  p o l i t i c a l l y
charged dispute with its Soviet-
era master Moscow in 2007 was
marked by a bl istering cyber-
attack blamed on Russian hack-

ers-though the Kremlin denied
any involvement .   The attack
l a s t e d  t w o  w e e k s  a n d  t o o k
s c o r e s  o f  w e b s i t e s  o f f l i n e ,
including those of  the parl ia-
ment, banks, ministries, news-
papers and broadcasters.  One
y e a r  l a t e r,  t h e  Ta l l i n n - b a s e d
NATO cyber-defense centre was
up and running. 

Work on using international
cloud services to back up Estonia’s
e -government data began in
2014, when the country joined
forces with Microsoft to try stor-
ing a state gazette on the cloud.
The data embassy in Luxembourg
will notably back up information
regarding taxes, land, businesses,
identity documents,  pensions,
legislation and the census.  “The
virtual data embassy’s main goal
is to guarantee the country’s digi-
tal continuity: the capacity to start
the systems when necessary and
retr ieve data from external ly
stored versions,” said Emil ie
Toomela, spokeswoman for the
ministry of economics and com-
munication.

“For this, Estonia needs addi-
tional server resources that should
be completely controlled by
Estonia-this means that they
should be subject to the same
clauses as Estonia’s physical
embassies (e.g. immunity) — but
should be situated outside
Estonia,” she said. Though there is a
consulate in Luxembourg, Estonia’s
ambassador to Luxembourg and
Belgium lives in Brussels. 

Toomela said the data embassy
wil l  have no direct l ink to the
embassy in Brussels, nor will it
have any people working there.
“Luxembourg was chosen for the
state-owned high-security, Tier 4
certified data centers the likes of
which Estonia does not have and
also because Luxembourg is ready
to guarantee diplomatic privileges
to Estonian data and infosystems,”
she added. —AFP
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BRUSSELS: A woman enters a video projection dome in the shape of an igloo, installed by Estonia
within an Eurogroup meeting at the European Union headquarters in Brussels. —AFP

JAKARTA: The encrypted messaging app
Telegram is forming a team of moderators who
are familiar with Indonesian culture and lan-
guage so it can remove “terrorist-related con-
tent” faster, its co-founder said yesterday, after
Indonesia limited access to the app and threat-
ened a total ban. Pavel Durov, who with his
brother Nikolai founded the app in 2013, said
in a message to his 40,000 followers on
Telegram that he’d been unaware of a failure to
quickly respond to an Indonesian government
request to block a number of offending chan-
nels - chat groups on the app - but was now
rectifying the situation.

The Ministry of Communications and
Information Technology said Friday that it was
preparing for the total closure of Telegram in
Indonesia, where it has several million users, if it
didn’t develop procedures to block unlawful
content. As a partial measure, it asked internet
companies in the world’s most populous Muslim
nation to block access to 11 addresses offering
the web version of Telegram. Samuel
Pangerapan, the director general of informatics
applications at the ministry, said the app is used
to recruit Indonesians into militant groups and
to spread hate and methods for carrying out
attacks including bomb making.

Suspected militants arrested by Indonesian
police recently have told authorities that they
communicated with each other via Telegram
and received orders and directions to carry out
attacks through the app, including from
Bahrun Naim, an Indonesian with the Islamic

State group in Syria accused of orchestrating
several attacks in the past 18 months. Durov
said Telegram has now blocked the channels
that were reported to it by the Indonesian gov-
ernment.

Measures against Telegram 
“We are forming a dedicated team of moder-

ators with knowledge of Indonesian culture and
language to be able to process reports of terror-
ist-related content more quickly and accurately,”
he said. Communications and Information
Technology Minister Rudiantara, who goes by
one name, said he had received an apology
from Durov, who was apparently not aware of
several requests from the ministry since 2016. “I

appreciate the response from Pavel Durov and
the ministry will follow it up as soon as possible
in terms of technical details so that standard
operating procedures can be implemented
immediately,” Rudiantara said.

Indonesia’s measures against Telegram come
as Southeast Asian nations step up efforts to
combat Islamic radicalism following the capture
of the southern Philippine city of Marawi by
Islamic State group-linked militants. Nearly two
months after the initial assault, Philippine forces
are still battling to regain complete control of the
city. Experts fear the southern Philippines could
become a new base for the IS, including
Indonesian and Malaysian militants returning
from the Middle East, as an international coalition
retakes territory held by the IS in Syria and Iraq.

But the government move sparked a public
outcry in Indonesia, with Twitter and Facebook
exploding with negative comments and some
people reporting they were unable to access
the web.telegram.org domain. Indonesians are
among the world’s biggest users of social
media. The free messaging service can be used
as a smartphone app and on computers
through a web interface or desktop messenger.
Its strong encryption has contributed to its
popularity with those concerned about privacy
and secure communications in the digital era
but also attracted militant groups and other
criminal elements. Durov said Telegram blocks
thousands of IS-related channels a month and
is “always open to ideas on how to get better at
this.” —AP
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BANGKOK: The messaging app Telegram
is displayed on a smartphone, in
Bangkok, Thailand. —AP

WASHINGTON: Airline passengers walk past a robot providing tips
for getting through security faster during a pilot project as they head
toward a security checkpoint at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport,
in SeaTac, Washington. —AP

SEATTLE: A robot named Tracey greeted
passengers at the Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport, providing tips to
get them smoothly through security
checkpoints. The red and white human-
sized robot carries a large electronic sign
and can speak to passengers in six differ-
ent languages. Airport officials say the
robot isn’t designed to replace human
workers, but to allow them to spend
more time on critical security work.

Tracey was created by Advanced
Robot Solutions. CEO Paul McManus
says it is a demonstration model, but
future versions could recognize when
a traveler is wearing sunglasses or a
hat and ask them to take it off before
the security checkpoint. The robot was
on duty temporarily at the Seattle air-
port Thursday as it hosts a meeting of
airport executives from around the
country.—AP
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SYDNEY: This photo shows a retail and residential development site
in Sydney. —AFP

SYDNEY: As Australia’s local merchants
struggle with an influx of global names,
leading malls are considering returning to
their village centre roots to woo new ten-
ants by moving away from shops and offer-
ing medical facilities, more restaurants and
even amusement parks. Several top retail-
ers have recently succumbed to pressure
from foreign giants such as Japan’s Uniqlo
and Sephora of France and with Amazon
plotting its debut in the country, the future
looks tough. The response from developers
has been to redefine the mall away from a
“shopping” focus to become a more com-
munity-driven service and entertainment
space. While cafes and restaurants have
long helped attract shoppers to malls, they
are now filling shopping centres, providing
some buzz even as an eerie quiet fills some
nearby clothing stores. With the big global
names pouring huge sums of cash into the
country, once popular clothing chains such
as David Lawrence, Pumpkin Patch,
Herringbone, and Rhodes & Beckett have
bitten the dust, while others scramble to
reduce costs.

This has included cutting back on bricks
and mortar stores, and steering centre own-
ers towards food, entertainment, healthcare
and childcare providers. Major landlords
such as Vicinity and Westfield spin-off
Scentre, which this year have seen their
share prices slip to one or two-year lows, are
already redeveloping their arcades. Vicinity’s
Chadstone Shopping Centre in Melbourne,

Australia’s largest mall, is now the site of the
southern hemisphere’s first massive amuse-
ment park Legoland. The company is also
tapping into newer technologies such as
facial recognition to identify consumers
through their age and gender and analyze
their shopping habits. “What we are seeing
is the malls starting to pivot away from
commodity-type products... towards retail-
ers that offer a service which isn’t physical,”
real estate firm Cushman & Wakefield’s retail
investments head Nick Potter said.
“Shopping centers are the modern village,
it’s where everyone comes together. These
centers are typically located in the centre of
towns, they’ve got strong infrastructure...
and that offers up the ability to move with
the times.”

Utopian vision 
The move is a return to the vision of

Victor Gruen, an Austrian-born American
who in the 1950s developed the concept of
the arcade as a public space akin to the
market place of centuries past, where civic
life played a central role. Adding to the shift
is the growth of online shopping, which
offers shoppers the same options but with
the added bonus of not being subject to
general sales tax (GST) for anything below
Aus$1,000 (US$760). Canberra has sought
to end the loophole by imposing a 10 per-
cent levy from next July but the lower mar-
gins for online store such as eBay and ASOS
still makes them attractive. —AFP
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YONGIN, South Korea: She gives tuto-
rials on applying makeup so as to
resemble Amy Winehouse, among oth-
ers, and posts videos of attempts to try
new activities such as kayaking, all
spiced with a touch of humor. Meet
South Korea’s Park Mak-rye, a sprightly
70-year-old whose Youtube channel
“Grandma’s Diary”, has made her a
social media sensation, drawing more
than 277,000 subscribers. Park made
her Youtube debut in January, when
her grand-daughter’s video travelogue
of their trip to Cairns in northeast
Australia went viral.

It showed Park touching a kangaroo,
diving on the Great Barrier Reef in a hel-
met that let her walk underwater, and
splashing through the Cairns Esplanade
Lagoon in a Santa Claus cap. “One day
my granddaughter filmed me in a few
videos, and she must have uploaded
them,” Park told Reuters at her home in
Yongin, on the outskirts of the capital,
Seoul. “About 20 days later, she tells me
‘Granny, we hit the jackpot!’”

Park’s granddaughter, who asked
not to be identified, said she uploaded
the video to help teach her a new skill
and communicate online. Its surging

popularity helped convince Park to
upload more of her personal stories.
Park’s most popular video, titled “Going
to the dentist and market makeup
look”, in which she dons black eyeliner
and red lipstick, has drawn more than
1.8 million views.

She now has 43 videos on her
Youtube channel, with more than
108,000 followers on Instagram. Fans
have crossed the country to visit Park
at the restaurant she has run for more
than four decades, and she has recon-
nected with old friends.

Internet penetration in South
Korea is 89 percent, a 2017 report by
the Reuters Institute for the Study of
Journalism shows. But just under a
quarter of those in their 70s know
how to use the internet, a 2016 poll
by a government agency showed.
Park’s story offers evidence of her
fresh lease on life. Hundreds of fans
flocked to her first live makeup show
in Seoul on Sunday, cheering her as
she waved smilingly back. “I thought I
would end up living in the shadow for
my entire life without ever seeing
light, but it is finally full of sunshine,”
she said. —Reuters
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